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Posted by u/[deleted]  10 days ago

13 btc scammed from Mycryptomixer. Freaking out.

Sorry, this post was deleted by the person who originally posted it.
It doesn't appear in any feeds, and anyone with a direct link to it will see a message like this one.

 

KombatKonspiracy  10 days ago

Please check our max deposit amount beforehand as we do not always hold enough coins

for bigger mixes. If you do not trust us you can always split your order into multiple

smaller mixes. Remember to use your MyCryptoCode to avoid getting the same coins

back!

Too many at once? Transaction stuck in mempool for fees?

Hope 'the guy' fixes it for you, and others learn from your mistake. I feel like this might turn

out okay in the end actually. Just a problem with QTY and current network fees or something.

Good luck. Be sure to let people know if is a scam.

8 Give Award Share Report Save 

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days   10 days ago

That’s what I’m hoping for but it’s been a day now.I’ll be sure to update. I did check the max

deposit it was something utterly inane, 355859 Btc or something like that.
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KombatKonspiracy  10 days ago
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https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5291882.msg55662089#msg55662089

2 Share  

KombatKonspiracy  10 days ago

Unsure, I don't use or recommend their use for the reasons you are having currently.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=2734674;sa=showPosts

Looks active and 'supportive' so I can't call foul, but you never know.

2 Share  

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days   10 days ago

Word, fingers crossed and lesson learned.

1 Share  

Adequatee  10 days ago

so your fee on 13 BTC was HALF a bitcoin? is that normal? Jesus

5 Give Award Share Report Save 

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days   10 days ago

No it was 0.5%. The fees for the mixing range between 0.5%-5%. Much like sending

transactions on your wallet or secure exchanges, the higher the fee the more likely miners

will mine and confirm the transaction quickly.

2 Share  

Egge_ redditor for 2 weeks   10 days ago

Why would you need to mix your savings?

7 Give Award Share Report Save 

Prelsidio  10 days ago

Good question

2 Share  

_heeks  10 days ago

It's drugs or captain planetdrugs

1 Share  

twoeyedorc  10 days ago

You're in the right place to find help (bitcointalk) has it seems the user is active there. You'll

have to wait some time until he/she wakes up and answers your question.
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I'm hoping for the best regarding your case OP, I'm sure the guys at bitcointalk will be able to

help you.

4 Give Award Share Report Save 

sbcster  10 days ago

No need to pile on. OP knows he done goofed and is willing to look like an idiot in public to

help warn others and hope he gets some helpful info. Good on him.

Everyone else: don't send property to strangers on a hope and a prayer.

5 Give Award Share Report Save 

unfuckingstoppable redditor for 1 week   10 days ago · edited 10 days ago

you sent 600k to a dude named mycryptomixer? based on what now? and for what reason?

and what's a "letter of guarantee" and why would that help you?

if you're dealing with anyone in bitcointalk for a trade and you aren't using a well established

escrow service, you're basically giving your money away. i don't care if it's $6 or $6 million, it's

probably gone.

i'm having a hard time believing someone could be so, well....... you know....(what's the

opposite of street smart?)

10 Give Award Share Report Save 

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days   10 days ago

Based on previously using his mixing website :/

-4 Share  

Prelsidio  10 days ago

Why would you risk your entire life savings like that?

2 Share  

unfuckingstoppable redditor for 1 week   10 days ago

honestly i can't believe you did that. i don't believe it. this must be a prelude to a begging

campaign.

and why didn't you mention the name of the company or the actual website address?

that's an odd thing to leave out of this otherwise detailed post.

1 Share  

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days   10 days ago

Bro I really did do that. I'm not asking for anything except to prevent people from

making the same mistake, moral support and any potential advice. The site is
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https://mycryptomixer.com/ and I've mentioned the name of the company

countlessly-- MYCRYPTOMIXER.

2 Share  

GiantCoccyx redditor for 4 weeks   10 days ago

I'm very sorry for your loss... Scumbags come out of the woodwork during bull markets. That

said, what is a "bitcoin mixer." Why would want to "mix their bitcoin?"

3 Give Award Share Report Save 

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days   10 days ago · edited 10 days ago

Bitcoin mixer is a service that essentially pools your coins with other users coins so that the

original source of the coins is hidden. This adds another layer of anonymity to your bitcoins

if they were procured through means that are illicit or worth concealing.

-1 Share  

GiantCoccyx redditor for 4 weeks   10 days ago

Oh... Ok. Still fuzzy on this but wow. Hope it works out in the end.

1 Share  

JayTor15  10 days ago

Unless you STOLE those btc from someone why would you want to mix them? �  . If you

did steal them well ...karma I gues

0 Share  

DudeIncogneto redditor for 5 weeks   10 days ago

People do it so that their personal data isn't connected to their coins and it is more

private.

2 Share  

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days   10 days ago · edited 10 days ago

....

0 Share  

0x0056  10 days ago

So much people who sell illegal things send their money to "wash" and they get

coins of another crime? That sounds smart

5 Share  

DudeIncogneto redditor for 5 weeks 10 days ago

No, it breaks all links between the coins. And it isn't just for people who do

illegal things, some people value their privacy and don't want their kyc details

on their coins.
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DudeIncogneto redditor for 5 weeks 10 days ago

Why didn't you use coinjoin on wasabi or whirpool on samourai, those are trustless methods

where you keep the keys. I hope this is solved but I have a feeling this is going to end up

terrible.

3 Give Award Share Report Save 

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days 10 days ago

I fucking know —.—

-1 Share  

DudeIncogneto redditor for 5 weeks 10 days ago

I'm sorry, I wasn't trying to be mean. I really do hope this issue is solved for you.

2 Share  

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days 10 days ago

Oh I didn’t think it like that, it was more like, exasperated sigh... cus you’re right about

wasabi, I was looking into it and even had it downloaded prior to using this mixer.

-1 Share  

mr_owlex redditor for 4 weeks 10 days ago

Maybe the IRS can help.

7 Give Award Share Report Save 

tontot 10 days ago

You made me Google "MYCRYPTOMIXER"

You are brave to send 13 BTC to a centralized whatever.

Good luck

2 Give Award Share Report Save 

yawwzah 10 days ago

Oof

2 Give Award Share Report Save 

Intelligent_Bear7146 10 days ago

Wtf is this

2 Give Award Share Report Save 
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FederalDevelopment50 10 days ago

Why would one use this MYCRYPTOMIXER?

1 Give Award Share Report Save 

Drcfan 10 days ago

Lol why would you gamble everything you ever owned on website no one has ever heard of?

Sounds like the dumbest move anyone can do maybe ever. I think this is your hardest life

lesson. Inform yourself what you do, trade with 1% 10% first. Use well known trading

plattforms

1 Give Award Share Report Save 

tno1337 10 days ago

Selling drugs and loosing all the money trying to wash it 😂  karmadrugs

1 Give Award Share Report Save 

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days 10 days ago

You sound like the kind of person who has never heard of the war on drugs.drugs

-2 Share  

tno1337 10 days ago

I’m sorry for your loss but selling drugs is never a good idea in first placedrugs

1 Share  

SlayerXXIII redditor for 3 weeks 10 days ago

I am so confused I see these post everyday and just cant believe people do this shit. You have

more money than brains I hate to be so mean but WTF are you doing sending this kind of

money to ANYONE but a trusted exchange? I wish you luck buddy I do hope it all works out

for you.

1 Give Award Share Report Save 

mountaincabinlife 10 days ago

Oof

1 Give Award Share Report Save 

BoxInAcan 10 days ago

Single mom who sells drugs online and is also stupid enough to lose it all? Poor kiddrugs

1 Give Award Share Report Save 

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days 10 days ago
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So nice :’) I love it here

-1 Share  

glurp_glurp_glurp 10 days ago

"Not your keys, not your coins" is a mantra in Bitcoin, and trustless methods of mixing

were developed for exactly this reason.

Yeah you're gonna get some sass for being willfully sloppy with a life changing amount

of Bitcoins that many here wish they could acquire.

3 Share  

ayouthfulexuberance redditor for 2 days 10 days ago

Fair enough

-1 Share  

Mark_Bear 10 days ago

Tell your doctor.

0 Give Award Share Report Save 

RonnixOnline 10 days ago

So basically you stole 13 BTC and you've been scammed trying to hide the footprints. Well...

I'm happy, hope you will never recover them. :D

-1 Give Award Share Report Save 

jarethfranz 10 days ago

How can you steal bitcoin? Like from another computer?
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"Send 1 BTC to this address and you'll receive 2 back." Scamming other people.
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Daaaamn, has a lot of people fallen into that?
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13 BTC stolen just by OP, so yeah... it does work.
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I literally never stole bitcoin but I guess that's the only way you could fathom

me procuring that high of density.

it's more like hard work.
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Cut the crap, will you? You pretend you're a single mom and you're using

"bro", "dude" etc. I hope you will never recover the BTC, stupid scammer.
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What do you get when you pray on the vulnerable and sell drugs to the desperate losers anddrugs

kids?

I'll tell you what you get.

You get what you fucking deserve.
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Missed*
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PEAWK 10 days ago

I’ve identified with the Joker for more reasons that you could ever possibly imagine

This is a troll or the purest cringe i have ever seen.
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I would delete this admission of illicit drugsdrugs
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